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We show that the number of elliptic curves over Q with conductor N is <<= N14+=,
and for almost all positive integers N, this can be improved to <<= N =. The second
estimate follows from a theorem of Davenpart and Heilbronn on the average size of the
3-class groups of quadratic fields. The first estimate follows from the fact that the 3-class
group of a quadratic field Q(- D) has size <<= |D|14+=, a non-trivial improvement
over the BrauerSiegel estimate.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The ideal class groups of number fields play an important role in deter-
mining the MordellWeil groups and the Selmer groups of elliptic curves.
This connection has been exploited to produce examples of quadratic fields
whose class groups have large 3-rank. In this note we explore another way
class groups intertwine with the theory of elliptic curves. We apply a theorem
of Davenport and Heilbronn to deduce an asymptotic upper bound for the
number of elliptic curves of bounded conductor. One consequence is that for
almost all positive integers N (in the sense of density), the number of elliptic
curves over Q with conductor N is <<= N =. We also show that the size of
the elementary 3-subgroup of the class group of a quadratic field Q(- D)
is <<= |D| 14+=, from which it follows that the number of curves with
conductor N is <<= N14+=. These Theorems, while non-trivial, follow
readily from known results, their main merits being that they have not
been noticed before.
The arithmetic of an elliptic curve EQ is controlled by two crucial
numerical invariants, its conductor NE and its minimal discriminant 2E .
The former figures prominently in the modular parameterization of E,
while the latter encodes data about the Ne ron model of E at the bad
primes. Both numbers are divisible precisely by the primes of bad reduction
of EQ. It is known that NE divides 2E , and the Szpiro conjecture [8]
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predicts that |2E |<<= N 6+=E . Note that there are non-isomorphic elliptic
curves over Q with the same NE and 2E : the curves 11A2, 11A3 (in
Cremona’s notation) being the first isogenous pair, and the curves 37A1,
37B2 being the first non-isogenous pair.
In light of the significance of NE and 2E , it is natural to try to use them
to order the elliptic curves over Q. These invariants, however, turn out to
be very difficult to work with. Let c4(E ) and c6(E ) be the usual quantities
associated to a minimal Weierstrass equation of EQ. They determine EQ
up to isomorphism, and we have the relation [7, p. 48]
c4(E)3&c6(E )2=17282E . (1)
Counting the number of curves with a fixed 2E then comes down to the
difficult task of counting the solutions of (1). Brumer and Silverman [2]
show that counting curves with a fixed NE is closely related to a similar
problem.
While the number of curves with a fixed 2E or NE vary irregularly, heuristic
argument and computer data both suggest that the number of curves with
bounded |2E | or NE satisfy nice asymptotic properties. Indeed, under the
premise that most solutions of (1) with |2E |x satisfy |c4(E)|<<x13 and
|c6(E)|<<x12, we would expect that the total number of curves with |2E |x
to be tcx56 for some constant c>0. This agrees remarkably well with
experimental data [1] (these data deal with curves with prime discriminants
only). Our first result provides further support of this heuristic by furnishing
the following upper and lower bounds.
Theorem 1.1. For x sufficiently large we have the estimates
2.9_10&4x56<*[EQ : NE<x]<1021x1+15log log x.
The same inequalities hold asymptotically if we replace NE by 2E .
Corollary 1.1. For any :>0 and for x>>: 1, we have the asymptotic
upper bound
* {N<x : there are more than x
: elliptic
curves over Q with conductor N=<1021x1&:+15log log x.
In particular, for almost all positive integers N, there are <<= N = elliptic
curves over Q with conductor N.
Remark 1.1. As the referee points out, under the CohenLenstra heuristic,
the upper bound in the Theorem can be improved to O(x logC x) for some
constant C>0; cf. Remark 3.1 below.
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Under a weak form of the BirchSwinnertonDyer conjecture plus the
generalized Riemann hypothesis for the L-functions of elliptic curves,
Brumer and Silverman [2] show that the lower bound in the Corollary
holds for all N. They also show that, unconditionally, the number of elliptic
curves over Q with conductor N is <<= N 12+=. This follows from the
BrauerSiegel estimate of the size of quadratic class groups. The next
Theorem, which renders unconditional a result in [10], plus the work of
Brumer and Silverman now improves this exponent to 14+=. Combined
with [5, Theorem 1], this gives rise to improved upper bounds for the
number of S-unit solutions to equations of the form y3=f (x).
Theorem 1.2. Let D be the fundamental discriminant of a quadratic
field. Then the subgroup of the class group of Q(- D) generated by elements
of order 3 has order <<= |D| 14+=.
Corollary 1.2. The number of elliptic curves over Q with conductor N
is <<= N14+=.
If the upper bound in Theorem 1.1 can be improved to <<= x56+=, as the
computer data suggests, then the number of integers <x realizable as
conductors is >>= x56&=. We can indeed establish this lower bound.
Theorem 1.3. For x>>= 1 we have the asymptotic lower bound
* { |D|<x : D is square-free and |D|=|2E |=NEfor some EQ =>>= x56&=.
At most finitely many sextic twists of the elliptic curve y2=x3+1 has a
torsion point of order >2. In view of (1), we get
Corollary 1.3. For x>>= 1 we have the asymptotic lower bound
*[ |D|<x : y2=x3+1728D has an integral point]>>= x56&=.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Denote by |(n) the number of distinct prime divisors of n. The following
Lemma makes effective the well-known fact that |(n)<<log nlog log n.
Lemma 2.1. For n3 we have the estimate |(n)<1.36 log nlog log n.
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Proof. Denote by pi the i-th prime. Then |(n)r, where r is the
smallest integer such that p1 } } } prn. That means
log n :
ppr
log pr
pr \1+ 12 log pr+ by [6, 3.15]
r(log r+log log r) \1+ 12 log pr+ for r6, by [6, 3.13].
(2)
We would like to find a constant c>0 such that (2) holds with r=c log n
log log n.
By calculus we have x<1.2(log 1.2+x&log x+log(x&log x)) for all
x>0. Set x=log log n, r=1.2 log nlog log n and simplify, we get, for
log log n>0, or equivalently n>e=2.72,
log n<r(log r+log log r). (3)
So if n3, then |(n)min(6, 1.2 log nlog log n), which in turn is
<1.36 log nlog log n if n>30000. The Lemma then follows by verifying the
remaining range numerically. K
The following result is easily extracted from the proof of [10, Thm. 6].
Declare two irreducible cubic polynomials over Q to be equivalent if they
have the same splitting fields.
Lemma 2.2. Let D be a fundamental quadratic discriminant. There is a
1-to-6 correspondence between the order 3 ideal classes of Q(- D) and a
( possibly proper) subset of the equivalent classes of cubic polynomials in
FD :={ f # Z[x] : f cubic, monic and irreducible, disc( f )=D$
2
for some positive integer $- 2 |D| 14 = .
Moreover, FD and FD$ are disjoint if D and D$ are distinct.
The following result is taken from [9, Prop. 6]. Note that the argument
in [9] can be refined to give an asymptotic formula for *Sf (X ) below. As
the gain in the asymptotic constant is minimal we will not pursue this.
Lemma 2.3. Denote by Sf (X ) the set of elliptic curves E over Q with
max( |c4(E )|14, |c6(E )|16)X, such that 2E are square-free and are prime
to 6. Then *Sf (X )2.94_10&4X10+O(X10 log&12 X ). K
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3. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Since |2E |<<max(|c4(E)|3, |c6(E )|4) and NE
divides 2E , the lower bound in Theorem 1.1 follows immediately by setting
X=x112 in Lemma 2.3. We now turn to the upper bound by extending the
argument in [2].
For any integer n{0, denote by Z(n) the subgroup of Q_ generated by
&1 and by the prime divisors of n. Since NE and 2E share the same set of
prime divisors, both *[EQ : NE<x] and *[EQ : |2E |<x] are at most
*[EQ : |2E | # Z(n) for some |n|<x].
In view of (1), this becomes
:
|n|<x
:
2E # Z(n)
EQ
1 :
|n|<x
:
c 34&c
2
6 # Z(12n)
c4 , c6 # Z
1.
Denote by h3(n) the order of the elementary 3-subgroup of the class group
of Q(- n) (if n is a square we set h3(n)=1). By [2, p. 99; top of p. 100],
the inner-sum on the right is at most (2 } 1714+2|(n)34+4|(n)h3(12n)) 2|(n)+3.
Invoke Lemma 2.1 and we get
*[EQ : |2E | # Z(n) for some |n|<x]
<24171434 :
|$| <12x
(2 } 17234)1.36 log $log log $h3($) (4)
<24171434(2 } 17234)1.36 log xlog log x :
|$|<12x
h3($) (5)
<2.2_1020x14.7log log x :
|$|<12x
h3($).
By the work of Davenport and Heilbronn [4], the sum on the right is
asymptotic to 4x‘(3). This completes the proof of the asymptotic upper
bound in Theorem 1.1.
Remark 3.1. If we apply the CauchySchwartz inequality to (4), the
right side becomes
<<\ :$<12x (2 } 17
2 34)|($)+
12
\ :$<12x h3($)
2+
12
.
Standard argument shows that the first term above (without the square
root) is O(x logA x) for some constant A. The CohenLenstra heuristic
[3, (C6) and (C10)] implies that the second sum above is O(x). This
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suggests that the upper bound in Theorem 1.1 can be improved to O(x logC x)
for some constant C. Similar remarks apply to Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. In light of Lemma 2.3 and (1), it suffices to show
that the number of pairs c4 , c6 with |c4 |x13, |c6 |x12 such that c34&c
2
6
takes on a fixed value, is <<= x=.
Suppose (c4 , c6) and (#4 , #6) are two integer pairs such that c34&c
2
6=
#34&#
2
6 . Set :=(c4 , #4), ;=(c6 , #6), c 4=c4 :, c 6=c6 ;, etc. Then
[;2(c 6&# 6)][(c 6+# 6)]=[:2(c 4&# 4)][(c 4+c 4 # 4+# 24)]. (6)
The two bracketed terms on the left (resp. right) have gcd dividing 2
(resp. 3). Consequently, one of the following two systems holds:
{;
2(c 6&# 6)=:2(c 4&# 4) *
c 6+# 6=(c 4+c 4# 4+# 24) +,
or {;
2(c 6&# 6)=(c 4+c 4# 4+# 24) *
c 6+# 6=:2(c 4&# 4) +,
where *, + # [2 i3 j : &1i, j1]. For any fixed :, ;, *, +, c 4 and c 6 , each
of these two systems correspond to the intersection of a plane conic with
a line. In particular, there are at most 2 solutions. Denote by d(n) the
number of distinct divisors of n. For any given c4 there are at most d(c4)
<<= |c4 | =<x= (since |c4 |x13) choices for :; similarly for ;. There are at
most 3 choices for each of * and +. Thus all together, there are <<= x= pairs
of (#4 , #6) with |#4 |x13, |#6 |x12 for which #34&#
2
6 takes on a fixed
value, as desired.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Gauss’ genus theory, the elementary 2-sub-
group of the class group of Q(- D) has size <<= |D| =. Thus it suffices to
focus on the order 3 elements.
From the proof of [10, Lemma 2] we see that every cubic field of
discriminant D is generated by a polynomial F(x)=x3+Ax2+Bx+C #
Z[x] with
0A1, |B|0.275 |D|12,
|C |0.144 |D|34, and |disc(F )|2 |D| 32
(note that there is a typo on the second last line of the proof there).
Remove the x2 by a linear change of variable and we can take the cubic
polynomial to be of the form f (x)=x3+ax+b # Z[x] with
|a|<<|D|12, |b|<<|D| 34, and |disc( f )|<<|D|32.
Since f defines a cubic field of discriminant D, that means
|4a3+27b2 |=|disc( f )|=|D| $2 (7)
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with |$|<<|D|14. For any fixed $ in this range, the argument for the Proof
of Theorem 1.3 above readily shows that the number of solutions to (7)
with the constraints |a|<<|D|12 and |b|<<|D|34 is <<|D| =. Apply Lemma
2.2 and we are done.
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